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Two-Dimensional Block, Processors- 
Structures and Implementations 
MAHMOOD R. AZIMI-SADJADI, MEMBER, IEEE, AND ROBERT A. KING 

Abstract -Two-dimensional (2-D) block processing technique for linear 
filtering of digital images is introduced. New 2-D block structures are 
derived for 2-D recursive digital filters realized by difference equations and 
state-space formulations. Several special cases have also been considered 
and the relevant 2-D block structures are given. The computational costs of 
different implementation techniques employing high-speed convolution al- 
gorithms such as fast Fourier transform, number theoretic transform and 
polynomial transform have been studied. A comparison among the relative 
efficiencies of these implementation schemes is made and a suitable 
method is then proposed using short convolution algorithm which results in 
a minimized computational time. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE application of block processing to 1-D recursive 
(IIR) digital filters was first suggested by Gold and 

Jordan [l] who proposed a method for implementing IIR 
filters which requires only finite convolutions on the blocks 
of input sequence. Subsequently, a number of other tech- 
niques have also been introduced, but the most useful 
approach, from the point of view of implementation, was 
developed by Burrus [2]. He used matrix representation of 
1-D difference equation and obtained a block recursive 
equation whereby the output blocks can recursively be 
computed from the past and present input blocks and past 
output block. This method was shown to provide an effi- 
cient means of recursive filtering operation especially when 
used in conjunction with fast transform techniques. Later, 
Mitra, and Gnanasekaran [3] have developed several other 
1-D block structures which possess different properties 
with regard to roundoff error, sensitivity, etc. 

More recently it has been shown that the block processing 
structure also exhibits several other prominent benefits 
such as reduced finite wordlength effects and increased 
data throughput rate. Barnes and Shinnaka [4] .have de- 
rived a 1-D block-state structure from a simple 1-D state- 
space model and have shown that the roundoff noise 
variance for the block-state structure is reduced by a factor 
equal to the block length when compared with the noise 
variance of its scalar counterpart. They have also shown [5] 
that the poles of the 1-D block-state realization are the Lth 
power (L being the length of blocks) of the poles of an 
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associated state-space realization, i.e., if the original scalar 
filter is assumed to be stable, then the poles of the corre- 
sponding block implemented filter move closer to the origin 
of the unit circle as the block length is increased. In [6] this 
block-state structure is used to develop a new 1-D block- 
state structure with high inherent parallelism which is 
ideally suited for implementation in a multiprocessor en- 
vironment. Moreover, the number of computations re- 
quired for this structure is shown to be much less than that 
of the canonical block-state structure [4]. 

Block implementation for 2-D digital filters has been 
studied by several authors [7]-[13], over the past few years. 
Several new 2-D block structures have been proposed for 
digital filters realized by difference equation [9]-[12], con- 
volution summations [9]-[12] and state-space formulations 
1131. 

In this paper block implementation of 2-D recursive 
digital filters is considered. For digital filters described by 
2-D difference equation a general 2-D block recursive 
equation is given in Section II. Several special cases have 
been studied. Specifically, these include; block structures 
for 2-D all-pole filters, separable product, separable de- 
nominator-non-separable numerator 2-D. recursive filters 
and also 2-D nonrecursive digital filters. A new 2-D 
block-state realization model is derived in Section III from 
a single-input, single-output 2-D state-space model of 
Roesser [15]. This structure which has a form analogous to 
its scalar counterpart, lends itself for analyzing 2-D multi- 
input, multi-output systems. In Section IV, various possible 
implementation methods employing fast Fourier transform 
(FFT), number theoretic transform (NTT) and polynomial 
transform (PT) are examined on the 2-D block recursive 
structure. A comparison of their relative efficiencies based 
on number of multiplications, roundoff error, dynamic 
range constraint and storage requirements, is made and a 
suitable implementation scheme is then proposed which 
results in further enhancement of the computational ef- 
ficiency. 

II. 2-D BLOCK RECURSIVE STRUCTURE (GENERAL) 

In this section, a general 2-D block recursive structure is 
introduced for 2-D recursive digital filters based on the 
idea of representing linear filtering operations in matrix 
form. 
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Consider a causal 2-D recursive (IIR) digital filter with 
transfer function: 

i-0 j=fJ 
= M,, N, 

C C ai,iz-‘w-j 
(1) 

X. 

'i.j 

Fig. 1. Canonical Block Realization Form. 

where h,,J and ty,,,> are the input and output se- 
are lower and upper triangular, L by L, Toeplitz given by 

quences, respectively, and a,, j’s and bi,j’s are the filter 

A 

n=i- j O<ngN, 
coefficients. m,., 

Equation (1) can be written in convolution form to relate 
otherwise i, j=l;.., L 

the transfer function coefficients to the input and output 

K > max(M,, M,), 

elements. 

L > max(N,, N,). (3) 

a m,n*ym,n=4n,n*x,,n. (2) 

Consider the input sequence {x, n} to be partitioned 
into nonoverlapping blocks of dimension K by L, where 

Now, if these blocks are arranged as vectors with element 
subscripts ordered lexicographically, Equation (2) can be 
written in a matrix form. Using this formulation, the 
following “2-D block recursive equation” can be obtained 
191, [w: 

yl,j = EloYi-1 j , + EOIY,j-l + E1lYI-l,~-l 

+ FWT,~ + FIOxi-l.j + F,lxi,j-I + Fllxi-l,j-le t4) 

In this equation, X,, j is the (i, j)th input block, defined as 
a column vector, i.e., 

where 2;) = [x,, jt~,, jr+1 . . . ~~,(~+~)~-i] and similarly 
for q, j. Matrices Epq’s and Fpq’s are defined by 

Epq = - C&,‘C,,, p,q=O,l and (p,q) + (O,O) 

Equation (4) is a general 2-D block recursive structure 
for 2-D quarter plane recursive digital filters. The 
processing scheme involves partitioning the input image 

AL,,, = ;-+’ 

into a sequence of “nonoverlapping” blocks and then 

n=L-(j-i) 

computing each output block recursively from the past and 

l<n<N, 

present input blocks and past output blocks via the block 

otherwise 

recursive equation of (4). The specific structure of C’s and 

(5d) 

D’s matrices makes it possible to employ high-speed con- 
volution techniques to accelerate the processing time. Note 
that, the convolution operator C&,’ can be expressed in 
terms of the truncated impulse response elements of the 

L 

associated all-pole filter. This allows the block recursive 

i, j=l;**,L. 

equation to be implemented without any matrix inversion. 

Matrices Dpq’s can be defined, in a similar manner, in 

Furthermore, the roundoff noise due to the finite word- 
length effects for this structure is shown [14] to be very 

terms of B,,, and BA where these latter matrices may be 

much reduced when compared with that of direct filtering 

defined in terms of b,,,, similar to A, and A’,. 

operation using the 2-D difference equation. These ad- 
vantages make this structure to be a very efficient and 
accurate means of recursive filtering operation. In Section 
Iv), this structure is used in conjunction with several 

(54 

where C, and C,, are, respectively, lower and upper 
triangular, KL by KL, block Toeplitz matrices defined by 

A 
c, = Omr 

L 

m=i- j, O<m<M, 
‘4 otherwise, i, j=l;.., K 

and 

A 
Cl, = m’ ‘.I i 0, 

m=K-(j-i), l<m<M, (5c) 
otherwise i, j=l;*., K. 

This also holds for CO, and CI,, where the constituent 
block matrices are A’,‘s. The block matrices A, and A& 

(5b) high-speed convolution algorithms to enhance the compu- 
tational efficiency. 

The 2-D block recursive equation of (4) can be realized 
in a variety of ways. The canonical block realization for 
this structure is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure A, and A2 
represent the delay operators associated with the first and 
second subscripts, respectively. 

Special Cases 
I) 2 - D Recursive AN-Pole Filter 

’ For an all-pole filter b, = 1 and bi, j = 0, V(i, j) # (0,O) 
or in matrix form 

Do0 = IKL and DoI = D,, = D,, = 0 
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Thus the block recursive equation in this case becomes 

yi,j = E,,Y,-l,j + Eol&,j-l+ E11K-l,j-1+ C~lXi,j (6) 

2) Separable Product 2-D Recursive Filter 
The transfer function of a separable product 2-D filter is 

given by 

It can easily be shown that the matrices C&‘s and Dpq’s 
will also be separable product, i.e., 

cp4 = A,@ lYq 

Dpq = II,@II;, p,4=0,1 (8) 

where A,, n’y, III,, and II; are Toeplitz matrices associ- 
ated with the corresponding 1-D block structures and 
contain as their elements, ari, a;, pi, and &, respectively 
[3]. In addition, 8 denotes the Kronecker product oper- 
ation. 

Using the properties of Kronecker product, the 2-D 
block recursive equation simplifies to 1-D block equations 
of form 

\kozi + \k,z,-, = o,w, + o,w,-l ) (94 

where 

and 

zi = qy, j + qq, j-1 (9b) 

wi = 06X;, j + o;x,, j-1 (94 

‘kp= (R,@Z,), op= (rI,@ZL) 

+; = ( ZKc.aYq), 0; = (z&-I;), p,q=O,l (94 

and Z, and Z, are identity matrices of order K and L, 
respectively. Let us rewrite (9a) and (9b) in the following 
form: 

zi = \k,-‘( - \klZipl + o,w, + OIWil,) (104 

~,j=~~-‘(-‘Ir;~,j-l+Zi). (lob) 

As a result, the 2-D block processor in this case is sep- 
arated into two 1-D block processors. Using (lOa), Zi is 
computed by applying 1-D convolution operator 

(a) to all the rows of [Xi,jXi,j-1], [Xi-r,jXi-i,j-r] 
and [q-r,jK-i,j-r ] blocks using equation (9b) 
and (SC) in order to obtain K, IV-r, and Zi-r, 
respectively, 

(b) and then to all the columns of [F W,-J and 
'i-1 using (1Oa). Note that \k,-’ is itself a con- 
volution operator. 

Once Zi has been computed, the desired output block y, j 
can be obtained using (lob). 

3) Separable denominator 2 - D recursive filter 
In this case the operations on the output blocks can be 

separated into two 1-D convolutions whereas the oper- 
ations on the input blocks will be of general nonseparable 
form. 

4) 2 - D non-recursive (FIR) filter 
The block structure for these filters can be obtained by 

setting a,,, =l and ai,j = 0, V(i, j) # (0,O) and repre- 
senting bi, j by the impulse response sequence of the FIR 
filter. Thus C, = Z,, and C,,, = C,, = C,, = 0 and the block 
equation becomes 

yi,j = FmXi,j + FloXi-l,j + FolXi,j-l+ FllXi-l,j-1. 

(11) 

III. 2-D BLOCK-STATE STRUCTURE 

Recursive digital filters can alternatively be described by 
a state-space realization model. A novel 2-D block-state 
realization model is introduced in this section. This multi- 
input, multi-output (MIMO) structure is derived [13] from 
Roesser’s 2-D single-input, single-output (SISO) state-space 
model [15], [16] and is shown to have a form analogous to 
its scalar counterpart. 

Let u(i, j) and y(i, j) represent the scalar input’ and 
output, respectively. R(i, j) is an n, X 1 vector denoting 
the vertical state and S(i, j) is an n 2 X 1 vector denoting 
the horizontal state. The Roesser 2-D SISO state-space 
model is then given by 

i 

R(i+l,j)=A,R(i,j)+A,S(i,j)+B,u(i,j) 
S(i,j+l) =A,R(i,j)+A,S(i,j)+B,u(i,j) 

y(i,j) =C,R(i,j)+C,S(i,j)+ Du(i,j), 
Vi, j > 0 (12) 

where A,, A,, A,, A,, B,, B,, C,, C,, and D are matrices 
of appropriate dimensions. For a global initial conditions, 
R(0, j) and S(i,O) which refer to the state along the edges 
should be externally specified. Let, 

and 

x(i, j) = R(iA) [ 1 S(i, j) nX1’ 
wherengn,+n,. 

Using these notations (12) may be written as 

X(i, j) =A’,OX(i-1, j)+ A’T’X(i, j-l) 

+B’,Ou(i-1, j)+ B’,‘u(i, j-l) 

y(i, j) = CX(i, j)+ Du(i, j) (13) 

‘Note that, we have denoted throughout this work, the input elements 
by x(i, j) or xi j but for the sake of consistency with,Roesser’s model, in 
this section the’input is represented by u(i, j). 
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where 

B’,o = Bl [ 1 0 
and go,‘= i . [ 1 2 

As a result, a SISO state-space structure is characterized by 
a 4-tuple {A, B, C, D} which realizes the original transfer 
function of the system, i.e., 

,(~,w)=c(~~ w;n2]-Aj-1B+D (14) 

where I,,, and I,,, are identity matrices of order n,, n2, 
respectively. 

Definition 1 
The state-transition matrix A’,j is defined as follows: 

(a) Ai.j= A130Ai-1.j+ A”,lAi3jd1 (i, j) > ((),O) 

(b) A’,’ = Z 

(c) A-i.j=Ais-j=o, for i>l and j>l. (15) 

Having defined the 2-D state-space realization model, 
the problem of block-state realization involves finding a 
4-tuple { A,B, C;, b } which will completely describe MIMO 

45 

sive applications of (12) and (15) for each element of the 
block-state vectors and arranging these elements in an 
appropriate manner yields (see Appendix 1) the following 
2-D block-state realization model [13] 

i 

R(i+l,j) =A,k(i, j)+A”,s(i, j)+&TU(i, j) 
$(i, j+l) =A,ii(i, j)+A”,s”(i, j)+j2U(i, j) 

Y(i, j) = CIii(i, j)+ z’,s’(i, j)+ bU(i, j) (17) 

where 2, and 6, are lower triangular block Toeplitz 
matrices of size (Ln x Ln) and (Kn X Kn), respectively, 
defined by their (i, j)th elements 

A; = 14 i 

0, i-cj 
Al,OAK--L-j 2 i > j, i, j=l;.., L 

and 

A”, = 
( 

0, i-cj 
‘4 AO,lAi-j,L-l > i > j, i, j=l;.., K. 

(184 

Matrice a2 and A; that are of dimension (Ln X Kn) and 
(Kn x Ln), respectively, can be defined by their (i, j)th 
elements 

systems and which can also yield the original scalar transfer ’ 
function. 

2, ,, = Al,OAK-j,i-1, i=l ,. . ., L; j=l,. . .,K 

In order to derive such a model which describes the and 
system of (12) or (13) in terms of blocks of size K X L of 2 
input and output data, the following “block-state” vectors 3 

,,, = AO,lA’-‘~L-j, i=l ,. . ., K; j=l; . ., L. 

are defined along the vertical and horizontal directions, (18b) 
respectively. Matrices 8, and B2 are also lower triangular block 

Toeplitz of size (Ln X LK) and (Kn X KL), respectively, 
given by 

k(i, j) = 1 i<j 
i>j i, j=l;.., L 

[S((i+l)K-1, jL)J Where the block matrices &,, and 8; are defined by 
Where k(m, n) and $m, n) are defined as pm = [ A~,OBK-1,” A~,OBK-2.m. . . ~1,0~O,m], ma1 

k(m,n)= R(y’n) , [ 1 $(m,n)=[s(,O n)]. and 

The elements of block-state vector Z?(i, j), which are 2; = [A”‘lB”‘L-l A”‘1Am’~-2’~~Ao’1Bm’ol~ m 21. 
mutually independent, represent the states associated with 
the boundary elements of the (i, j)th block along the 

For m = o we have 

horizontal direction. Similarly the elements of s(i, j) rep- ho = [ BK.OBK-LO. . . ~l.o] 
‘resent the states associated with the boundary elements of 
the relevant block along the vertical direction. 

and 

Using these two vectors the block-state realization model &= [Bo,LB%L-’ . . . B%‘] (19b) 
can be completely characterized. In other words, the ele- 
ments of k(i + 1, j) and 3(i, j + 1) can be expressed in Moreover B”*” is defined by 

terms of the state elements of R(i, j) and $(i, j). Recur- B ,??,?I = Am-1,flBl.o + Am,~-1Bo,1~ (19c) 
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cr is a matrix of size (KL X Ln) given by 

where the block matrices &,,, are lower triangular Toeplitz 
of size (L X Ln) defined by 

cz., = 
0, i-cj 
cAm.i-j 9 i>j i, j=l;.., L (2Ob) 

Matrix cZ is also a lower triangular Toeplitz of size (KL X 

Kn ) defined by 

0, 
% = &pj, 
- ( 

i<j 
i>j i, j=l;.., K (214 

where 

I 

. @lb) 

Matrix b is a lower triangular block Toeplitz of size 
(KL X KL) given by 

i<j 
i>j i, j=l;.., K (224 

and 

fL,,, = 
0, PC4 
CB”‘J-q+DS(m,p-q); p>q 

p,q=l;..,L (22b) 

6(. , a) denotes the Kronecker delta. 
Finally matrix T in the first equation of (17) represents a 

column-to-row transformation matrix. 
As a result, (17)-(22) give the desired 2-D block-state 

realization model which has a form similar to the Roesser 
2-D state-space model. Moreover, the structure of this new 
model lends itself for analyzing 2-D MIMO systems and 
allows the use of linear transformations to generate ad- 
ditional new 2-D block structures. The schematic represen- 
tation of this structure is shown in Fig. 2. 

The necessary conditions for the 2-D SISO system of 
(12) to be stable is that the eigenvalues of matrices A, and 
A, lie in the interior of the unit circle in the complex plane 
[17]. Now referring to definitions of Ai and A”, in (Isa), it 
can easily be deduced that the eigenvalues of these latter 
matrices are equal to those of A, and A,,respectively, but 
raised to the power KL, where K and L are the block 
dimensions. In other words if the original 2-D SISO system 
is assumed to be stable the resultant MIMO, system in (17) 
is somewhat more stable since the eigenvalues move closer 
to the origin of unit circle (for K, L > 1). 

Y(i ,j) 

Fig. 2. Block-State Realization Form. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEMES FOR 2-D BLOCK 

RECURSIVE PROCESSOR 

The implementations which have been suggested in the 
literature [2] for performing 1-D block processing usually 
involve the use of the FFT to accomplish some of the 
matrix-vector products by linear convolution. 

In this section several possible implementation methods 
for 2-D block processing are considered. These methods 
differ in the amount of computation required (especially 
multiplications), the amount of storage required, and the 
effect of arithmetic roundoff. It is somewhat difficult to 
make a deterministic comparison between these methods, 
because of the tradeoffs between the various factors which 
depend on the complexity of the available hardware or 
software. However, because of the complexity of perform- 
ing multiplications, the number of multiplications neces- 
sary to implement block recursive equation is often an 
important factor to be minimized. 

In what follows, different implementation schemes using 
FFT, NIT, and PT are considered and their relative ef- 
ficiencies are compared; an optimal implementation scheme 
is then proposed and used to perform the computations 
involved in 2-D block processing. 

4.1. Implementation Using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
If the operations involved in the block recursive equation 

are all accomplished by direct matrix vector multiplica- 
tions, using the definitions of Cij’s and Dij’s matrices in 
(5~) and (5d), the total number of multiplications required, 
N DMVP, is 

N DMVP = t”a +l)tN, +l) 

. !$++$.; 

i 

+(M,+l)(N,+l)KL 

+ K(K+l) L(L+l) 
2 . 2 . (23) 

Note that the number of multiplications required for the 
inversion of C, is not included, since this operation can be 
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TABLE I 

nSC 

(K>L) ’ FFT npT (M,N)=(2,2) (M,A&4,4) (M,i$(8,8) 
(2,2) 20 21.5 19.75 * * 
(4.4) 32 40.62 24.94 * * 
(8.8) 62 60.78 35.11 56.36 * 

(i6;lti) 97 14.26 48.1 65.11 * 
(32,32) 134.5 107.16 62.55 * 18.22 
(64364) 173.25 121.71 11.18 92.38 144.17 

(128,128) 212.63 141.17 93.4 107.45 155.9 

*(Not efficient) 
Total number of real multiplications per output points for implementation via 
FFT, PT and SC for different values of block sizes (K, L) and filter’s order 
(M, N). 

carried out beforehand using efficient transforms. The 4.2. Implementation Using Number Theoretic Transform 
number of multiplications for this method increases largely (NTT) 
with the order of the filter. Moreover, in this implementa- 
tion the large dimension of the matrices (KL by KL) 

In recent years, new transforms have been defined on 

involved, places severe constraints on the choice of block 
the ring of integers which provide efficient and error-free 

sizes K and L, due to limitation of the amount of primary 
means of computing circular convolutions. These trans- 
f orms 

memory available. The operations in Equation (4) can 
are called “number theoretic transforms” [9]. 

efficiently be carried out using FFT. The operator Co;’ 
The computation of the NTT requires N log, N bit 

represents a (K, L)-linear convolution which can be car- 
shifts, additions and subtractions, but no multiplications. 
Th e 

ried out, by appending an appropriate number of zeros, via 
only multiplications required for an N’I”T implementa- 

a (2 K, 2 L)-circular convolution; the rectangular operator 
tion of circular convolution are the N multiplications 

[D,,Do,DloD,,J can be performed by (K + Mb, L + Nb)- 
required to multiply the transforms [19]. The major draw- 

circular convolution and similarly the operator [ C,,C,,C,,] 
back of this transform is that the maximum possible trans- 

can also be implemented by circular convolution of size 
form length is limited by the word length of the machine 

(K+M,,L+N,). The sequences {ai,j} and {bi,,} may 
used. This consequently imposes a rigid requirement on the 
1 

be extended to dimension K by L, by adding a proper set 
ength of the sequences to be convolved. MoreoLer, the 

of zeros, so that all these operations can be carried out by 
implementation of modular arithmetic in general-purpose 

2-D FFT of length 2K by 2L. 
computers is usually inefficient. 

Now, if all the operations involved in Equation (4) are 
A number of methods have been suggested [20], [21] to 

carried out by an efficient FFT algorithm for real-valued 
circumvent the problems associated with convolutions of 

data [18] then the total number of real multiplications 
long sequences by means of number theoretic transforms. 

required, N,,,, for K = 2’ and L = 2” will be 
The method proposed by Agarwal and Cooley [20] makes 
use of the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) to convert a 

N ,,,=lO[N(t+l)L+N(s+l)K]fl2KL (24) 1-D circular convolution of size N = w1 * N2. N3 . . * into a 
where M-D convolution of dimension N1 x N2 X,N, . * . , circular 

N(p) =2p(p-3)+4. in all dimensions, provided that N, are “mutually prime.” 

For different block sizes (K, L), the number of real The length-N convolution is then computed by the nesting 

multiplications per output point, nFFT is tabulated in of several short convolutions having lengths N,, N2, N3, * . . . 

Table I. The total number of multiplications for this transform 
As in the 1-D case, the use of conventional FFT al- equa1s to Ml”2M3. ’ ’ ) where Ml, M23 M3y ’ ’ . are the 

gorithm for 2-D block processing reduces the amount of number of multiplications required to compute the short 

computations considerably when compared with the direct convolutions of lengths N,, N2, NJ, . . . and are such that 

method using matrix-vector multiplication. In addition, Mj = 2N, - Ki, where Ki is the number of divisors of Ni, 

unlike the direct method, this implementation allows the including 1 and Ni. 

blocks of large dimensions to be processed. However, the When this technique is used to compute a 2-D circular 

main disadvantage of this method relates to the use of convolution of size P x Q, one should always remember 

trigonometric functions and of complex arithmetic even for that P and Q must not have a common factor, thus if 

real convolutions. This consequently introduces a signifi- 
cant amount of roundoff error in the computations. More- p = Pl’P2 ’ . . Pr 

over, the FFT implementations necessitates storing all the 
complex basis functions, hence requiring a considerable 

Q=‘ww-qs 

amount of storage which may be an important factor for a pi’s and qi’s have to be mutually prime. In this case, using 
small minicomputer or a special purpose hardware. CRT index mapping and nesting various small convolu- 
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tions, the total number of multiplications is 

M,, = M(l) x Mc2) (25) 

where M(l) and MC21 are the total number of .multiplica- 
tions required for the convolutions along the first and 
second dimensions, respectively, and we have: 

M’l)=M .M . ..M 
Pl P2 P, 

M’2’=M .M . ..M 
41 42 4,’ (26) 

In order to use this technique for performing linear 
convolutions, the dimensions of the transforms should be 
chosen such that (a) the convolution along each dimension 
is circular (b) the dimensions do not contain a common 
factor. The number of multiplications for short convolu- 
tions can be extracted from [20]. 

The implementation of 2-D block recursive processing 
by this composite rectangular transform is found to be 
computationally very inefficient. Moreover, the rigid re- 
quirements on the size of these transforms give rise to 
severe problems in choosing their appropriate values. This 
transform requires storing a number of different short 
convolution algorithms with great structural complexity 
(due to CRT index mapping). 

However, as far as the effect of roundoff error is con- 
cerned, the multidimensional mapping techniques imple- 
mented in modular arithmetic, introduces no roundoff 
error at any stage of the computation. Even if ordinary 
arithmetic is used, the rectangular transform implementa- 
tion technique is likely to have less arithmetical roundoff 
error than an FFT implementation [20]. 

The method developed by Martens [21] is particularly 
useful for long integer sequences. However, when working 

in the fields of rationals, this transform reduces to poly- 
nomial transform which is described next. 

4.3. Implementation Using Polynomial Transforms (PT) 
More recently, new transforms defined in the rings of 

polynomials have been introduced, which provide fast 
computation of M-D convolutions. These transforms which 
are called polynomial transforms (PT) [22], [23], use 
ordinary arithmetic without multiplications. The only mul- 
tiplications required to compute a 2-D convolution by 
polynomial transform correspond to performing a number 
of polynomial products. Moreover, unlike NTT, PT’s do 
not have any limitations on the length of the sequences to 
be convolved. 

The earliest work, that of Nussbaumer [22] was con- 
cerned with the computation of 2-D convolution of di- 
mension q x q, with q an odd prime, by polynomial 
transform using short convolution algorithms. Subse- 
quently, he introduced [23] an efficient algorithm for large 
2-D convolutions of dimension N X N, with N = 2” which 
can be implemented with FFT-type algorithm, while avoid- 
ing the use of trigonometric functions and complex arith- 
metic as with FFT techniques, and which do not require 
storing a number of different short convolution algorithms 
as with other fast convolution techniques [20]. 

Now, if the 2-D block recursive equation is implemented 
by these polynomial transforms, since there are five 2-D 
convolutions of dimension 2K X 2 L which have to be 
computed, the total number of multiplication will be 

N,,=5-M, (27) 
where M,, is the total number of multiplications required 
to compute a 2-D circular convolution of dimension 2K x 
2L by polynomial transforms. Using the values of M, 
given in Table II in [22] for short convolutions and Table 
III in [23] for large convolutions, the number of multipli- 
cations per output point, npT, for this implementation are 
given in Table I. Comparing with the FFT algorithm, this 
transform is shown to provide a more efficient implemen- 
tation scheme for 2-D block processing especially for large 
order filters (greater than 8 x 8). In addition, the roundoff 
error in this implementation is much lower than that of the 
FFT technique [23]. 

4.4. Implementation Using Short Convolution Algorithm 
(SC) 

The short convolution (length 2) algorithm [24] is used in 
this section to develop an efficient implementation method 
for 2-D block processing. 

Assuming that block with dimensions larger than the 
order of the filter are used, the Toeplitz matrices in Equa- 
tion (4) will become relatively sparse. Now if these matrices 
are partitioned into blocks of size 2 X 2, each block contain- 
ing non-zero elements, represents a length two, non-cir- 
cular convolution operator, which can be carried out by 
three multiplications and five additions. This algorithm is 
optimal because, according to the Winograd Theorem [25] 
the minimum number of multiplications necessary for com- 
puting a length N noncircular convolution is 2N - 1. 

Since the lower triangular elements of C&,’ matrix are all 
nonzero, a substantial reduction in the total number of 
multiplications can be achieved, if this operation is carried 
out by FFT. In this case, the total number of multipli- 
cations, Nsc, is 

3KL 
N,, = - 

2 ( %+lwb+l) 

+ Fn,(n,+l)(M,+l) 

+3(n 
(2 

+l)(L-n,) w7wcl+l) 
2 2 + NC, (28) 

where 
N, = 2n,, Nb = 2n, 

and Nc, is the total number of real multiplications re- 
quired to perform a circular convolution of dimension 2K 
by 2L by FFT, i.e., 

N&=4[N(t+l)L+N(s+l)K+KL] (29) 

and N( .) is defined in (24). A similar method can be used 
for odd values of N, and Nb. 

For different block sizes K = 2’ and L = 2”, and differ- 
ent order of the filter (M, N), the number of multipli- 
cations per output points, nsc, given in Table I. 
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Comparison with the previously described method re- 
veals that the method introduced in this section provides 
an efficient implementation scheme particularly when the 
order of the 2-D recursive filter is not greater than (8,8). 
For filters with orders equal or higher than (8,8), the 
implementation using polynomial transform would be more 
efficient. 

The computations in this method are performed in 
ordinary arithmetic, hence resulting in less roundoff error 
than FFT or FT techniques. The computational time and 
computer memory allocations for this method would be- 
come minimum when the minimum values for block sizes 
are chosen. It has been shown that [14] the lower bound on 
the norm and mean-square value of the error produced due 
to roundoff of multiplication for a 2-D block implemented 
digital, filter will be obtained when blocks of minimum 
dimensions are processed. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The block processing technique for 2-D recursive digital 
filters, is considered. For 2-D recursive digital filters real- 
ized by difference equation and state-space formulation, 
two different 2-D block recursive structures are introduced. 
In addition, several special cases have also been consid- 
ered. 

The block recursive processor, due to its unique struc- 
ture, is shown to provide an accurate and efficient means 
of 2-D recursive filtering operation, when compared with 
available conventional methods. A number of different 
algorithms employing FFT, NTT and PT are employed in 
order to speed up the operations involved in 2-D block 
processing. The comparison between these algorithms is 
made based on several deterministic factors, and an effi- 
cient implementation technique for block recursive 
processing is then proposed, which makes use of length 2 
short convolution algorithms. This method is particularly 
efficient when the order of the filter is not higher than 
(8,8). For filters with orders equal or greater than (8, S), the 
implementation using 2-D polynomial transforms is found 
to be more adequate. 

As a result, the 2-D block recursive processor is shown 
to be a very powerful and versatile method in the imple- 
mentation of 2-D recursive digital filters, especially when 
used in conjunction with fast transform techniques sug- 
gested in this paper. 

APPENDIX 1 

Consider the following relationships that are obtained by 
recursive application of (12) and (15): 

k( i K+ K, jL + s) = AKyok( iK, jL + s) 
K-l 

+ c AK-“‘*‘t?(iK+m, jL+s) 
m=O 
K-l 

+ c ~K-m,o u(iK+m, jL+s) 
m=O 

64.1) 

49 

and 

$(iK+r, jL+L)=A”TL$(iK+r, jL) 
L-l 

+CA ‘TL-“k(iK+r, jL+n) 
n=O 
L-l 

+ c B&L-n u(iK + r, jL + n). 
n=O 

(‘4.2) 

For v(i, j) > 0 and s E [0, L - 11, r E [0, K - 11. To ex- 
press the second terms of (A.l) and (A.2) in terms of the 
elements of $i, j) and &(i, j), we can write 

$(iK+m, jL+s) 

=g A”,lAh,s-l$( iK + m - h, jL) 
h=O 

s-l 

+ c A”,‘A m~S-l-fk(iK, jL + t) 
t=o 

s-l m 

+ cc A”,lBh,s-l-t~(iK + m - h, jL + t) 
t=o h=O 

(h#O, t+s-1) 

+ B’T’u(iK+m, jL+s-l), 
s 21 (A.3) 

and similarly, 

k(iK+r, jL+n) 

= 2 A1,oAr-l,qk(iK, jL -I- n - q) 

4=0 

r-1 
+ c A1,oAr-l-U~n~(iK + u, jL) 

o=o 
r-l n 

+ c c A1,oBr-l-u,q~(iK+u, jL+n-q) 
u=oq=o 

(4'0, u#r-1) 

+ B’,‘u(iK + r -1, jL + n), 
r>l. (A.4) 

SubstituJing (A.3) and (4.4) into (A.l) and (A.2) and 
forming R( i + 1, j) and S(i, j + l), yields the desired 
block-state equation (17). For Y(i, j) a similar technique 
can be employed. 
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